A proper circular-arc (PCA) model is a pair M = (C, A) where C is a circle and A is a family of inclusion-free arcs on C in which no two arcs of A cover C. A PCA model U is a 
Introduction
The last decade saw an increasing research on numerical problems for unit interval and unit circular-arc models [2, 5, 14, 16, 17] . In these problems, we are given an unrestricted model and we have to find an equivalent numerical model that satisfies certain constraints. Before defining our problems, we briefly describe what we mean when we refer to numerical models.
A proper circular-arc (PCA) model is a pair M = (C, A) where C is a circle and A is a finite collection of inclusion-free open arcs of C in which no pair of arcs in A cover C. For points s, t of C, we write (s, t) to mean the arc of C defined by traversing the circle from s to t, and |s, t| to mean the length of (s, t). Each arc A = (s, t) ∈ A is described by its extremes, s(A) = s and t(A) = t. We assume C has a special point, called 0, such that s(A) = |0, s(A)| and t(A) = |0, t(A)| for every A ∈ A, respectively. The existence of 0 allows us to define an ordering < on A such that A 1 < A 2 if and only if s(A 1 ) < s(A 2 ). Also, we say that a PCA model M 1 is equivalent to a PCA model M 2 when the extremes of M 1 appear in the same order as in M 2 in the traversals of C 1 To prove the existence of minimal UIG models, Pirlot introduces a new space-efficient representation for PIG models, called synthetic graphs. Mitas [19] observed that synthetic graphs admit peculiar plane drawings that can be exploited to solve the minimal representation problem in O(n 2 ) time. (N.B. Even though Mitas' original algorithm is linear, it has a mistake and the correct version requires quadratic time [24] .) Despite Pirlot's and Mitas' articles appeared more than a quarter of century ago, they seem to have gone unnoticed to many researchers in the graph theoretical community (see [24] ). Indeed, new algorithms to compute "minimal" UIG models appeared in the last decade, that require more time or space than the one by Mitas (e.g. [2, 5] ). Moreover, the notion of "minimality" in these algorithms is weaker than the one given by Pirlot. According to [24] , one reason why [19, 20] were ignored could be that they are written in terms of semiorders. In a recent article, Klavík et al. [14] rediscovered synthetic graphs to solve the bounded representation problem on UIG models in almost quadratic time.
In this article we are concerned with the minimal representation problem when general UCA models are allowed as input. The same reasons given by Goodman [12] and Pirlot [20] for UIG models serve to motivate the study of this general problem. Yet, to the best of our knowledge, no advances were made until 2014, when Soulignac [24] proved that every UCA model M is equivalent to some (weakly) minimal UCA model. In the same article, Soulignac conjectured that c and are integer combinations of d and d s when M is a minimal (c, , d, d s )-CA model. From a technical point of view, the main tool in [24] is a generalization of synthetic graphs that represents general PCA models. In Soulignac's words, one of his main contributions is to show that synthetic graphs are a powerful tool for studying numerical problems on UCA models. To support this conclusion, he shows the first quadratic algorithm to solve the bounded representation problem, the first (unified) certifying algorithm to transform a PCA model into a UCA model in linear time or logspace, and the first pseudo-polynomial algorithm to solve the minimal representation problem. The last algorithm is correct under the assumption that the integrality conjecture holds, and it runs in
Contributions and Outline
The main result of our paper is Theorem 1, whose proof appears in Section 5. To prove Theorem 1, we apply a new characterization of the family M of PCA models that have equivalent UCA models. As mentioned in the Introduction, the first characterization of M was given by Tucker [25] . Translated to the language of synthetic graphs (see [24] ), the characterization states that M ∈ M if and only if the maximum among the "ratios" of the "greedy nose cycles" of S is lower than the minimum among the "ratios" of the "greedy hollow cycles" of S, where S is the synthetic graph of M. (See Section 3 for definitions.) Tucker's theorem is the basis for the three known polynomial algorithms that output a negative witness certifying that M ∈ M [4, 13, 24] . In a nutshell, these algorithms compute all the greedy nose and hollow cycles, and then they compare their ratios. Our characterization (Theorem 14), briefly described as Theorem 2, has two advantages over the one by Tucker. On the one hand, it simplifies the recognition of M as it guarantees that only one greedy nose and greedy hollow cycles need to be considered. On the other hand, it simplifies the criterion for the recognition, as no ratio has to be computed. With the aid of a weighing sep u , the synthetic graph S of a PCA model M can be used to determine if M is equivalent to a u-CA model U. In short, U exists if and only if S has no cycles of positive weight [24] . It is not hard to prove (see Lemma 8) that S has a nose-like cycle W N and a hollow-like cycle W H with sep u = 0, when U is minimal. We exploit this observation to prove Theorem 1. The idea is to apply a "loop unrolling" technique similar to that used for computer programs. Loosely speaking, we replicate the arcs of M in a new circle C that has space for κ copies of M. The key observation is that the circuits W N and W H of S get transformed into walks T N and T H of the synthetic graph κ·S that represents the model κ·M so obtained. To prove Theorem 2, we observe that T N and T H have a vertex A in common, and so do W N and W H . Then, since W N and W H have maximum sep u , we can generate a new circuit W in S with sep u = 0 by traversing W N and W H several times from A. The particularity of W is that it encodes a circuit T of κ · S. Moreover, when κ is large enough, the arcs of T cannot cover the whole circle of κ · M. Thus, if we remove the arcs not in T from κ · M we obtain a UIG model that is minimal because sep u = 0 for T . By Pirlot's integrality property [20] , we can assure that the minimum for both M and κ · M is an integer combination of d and d s .
Theorem 2. M ∈ M if and only if
The above proof is of an algorithmic nature, as we can run Mitas' algorithm on κ · M to compute . Once is known, c is obtained easily. The complexity of the algorithm depends on how large κ is; we prove that κ = O(n), see Section 5.
Theorem 3. Given a UCA model U and two values
d ∈ R >0 and d s ∈ R ≥0 , a (d, d s )-minimal u-CA model can be computed in O(n 3 ) time and O(n 2 ) space.
Preliminaries
In this article we work with a generalization of digraphs, called q-digraphs. In some occasions we may refer to uv as being an edge from (or beginning at) u to (or ending at) v, regardless of whether uv ∈ E(D). An edge weighing, or simply a weighing, of a q-digraph D is a function w : E(D) → R. The value w(uv) is referred to as the weight of uv (with respect to w). For any bag of edges E, the weight of E (with respect to an edge weighing w) is w(E) = uv∈E w(uv).
When traversing the circle of a PCA model M = (C, A), we always choose the clockwise direction. The set of extremes of M is formed by all the extremes of the arcs in A. In this article we assume that no pair of extremes of M coincide. An ordered pair of extremes e 1 e 2 of M is consecutive when there is no extreme e ∈ (e 1 , e 2 ) (note that e 2 e 1 is not consecutive in this case, unless |A| = 1). We classify the arcs of A as being external or internal according to whether they cross 0 or not, respectively. 
Synthetic graphs of PCA and PIG models
Synthetic graphs were defined by Pirlot [20] to study the separation constraints that the extremes of a PIG model must satisfy in any equivalent UIG model. Recently, Soulignac [24] extended Pirlot's definition to PCA models. Despite the original motivations behind their definition, synthetic graphs are also a valid representation of general PCA models. Thus, we can gain more information about PCA models by taking a closer look to their particular structure. In this section we introduce synthetic graphs while we review what is known about them.
Let M = (C, A) be a PCA model with arcs A 1 < . . . < A n . The synthetic graph of M is the 3-digraph S(M) (see Figure 1 (b)) that has a vertex v(A i ) for each A i ∈ A and whose bag of edges is E σ ∪ E ν ∪ E η , where:
The edges in E σ , E ν , and E η are the steps, noses, and hollows of S(M), respectively. Observe that S(M) could have loops or multiple edges joining the same pair of vertices. Indeed, every PIG model has a nose v(A n ) → v(A 1 ) and a step v(A n ) → v(A 1 ), while every "isolated" arc has a loop to itself. For the sake of simplicity, we drop the parameter M from S(M) when no ambiguities are possible. Note that S represents M up to equivalence, i.e., S(M) and S(M ) are isomorphic if and only if M and M are equivalent, for every PCA model M . For this reason, we implicitly consider some definitions on S as being valid for M, and vice versa. Moreover, we regard the arcs of M as being the vertices of S, thus we may say that
Following [24] , we classify the edges of S as being internal or external according the way they interact with respect to the point 0. That is, a step (resp. nose) Each UCA descriptor u implies an edge weighing sep u of S whose purpose is to indicate how far or close s(A i ) and s(A j ) must be in any u-CA model equivalent to M, for every edge A i → A j of S. The edge weighing sep u is such that, for every 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n: Decreasing c as much as possible, we observe that S must contain a cycle with sep u = 0 when U is (d, d s )-minimal. As a matter of fact, S must contain at least two cycles with sep u = 0. Let ν(W), η(W), and σ(W) (resp. ν ext (W), η ext (W), and σ ext (W)) be the number of (resp. external) noses, hollows, and steps of a walk W, respectively. By definition,
, and let
which is positive by Theorem 6. Consider the following two cases. 
Therefore, U is equivalent to a v-CA by Theorem 6 
The idea to prove that is integer is to observe that every (d, d s )-minimal u-CA model has a circuit W 0 with sep u = ext = 0. Then, the special structure of S allows us to conclude that is integer. To find W 0 , the idea is to traverse a circuit W N with ext < 0 followed by a circuit W H with ext = − ext(W N ). Of course, this traversal is possible only when W N and W H have a vertex in common. In a similar way, we prove that c is integer by finding a circuit with sep u = 0 and ext = −1. The following section delves into the structure of synthetic graphs.
The structure of synthetic graphs
Mitas [19] observed that synthetic graphs admit peculiar drawings that can be exploited to understand the structure of M with simple arguments. In these drawings, each vertex A occupies an entry of an imaginary matrix whose position is defined by the "row" and "column" of A. Let M be a PCA model with arcs A 1 < . . . < A n . The row of A i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is recursively defined as follows:
The number of rows of M is rows(M) = row(A n ) + 1. 1 The sequence A j < . . . < A k of arcs with row r, for 0 ≤ r < rows(M), is the row r of M, while A j and A k are the leftmost and rightmost at row r. Note that row(A) = r if and only if A belongs to row r. Figure 1(c) depicts the rows of the vertices for a synthetic graph.
Say that a step (resp. nose, hollow)
We refer to the 0-steps, 1-noses, and (−1)-hollows as being forward edges, and to the 1-steps and 0-hollows as being backward edges. It is not hard to see that all the internal edges are either forward or backward, thus there are five kinds of internal edges. Similarly, S has five kinds of external edges: (−r)-noses, (1 − r)-noses, r-hollows, (r − 1)-hollows, and the (−r)-step A n → A 1 ; here r = rows(S). We say a walk W of S is internal when it contains only internal edges, and that is forward when it contains only forward edges. Clearly, W is forward only if it is internal.
A key observation by Mitas is that the 3-digraph L obtained after removing the external and backward edges of S is acyclic. This fact allows us to define the column of the vertices in S using the following recurrence. The column A 1 is col(A 1 ) = 0, while, for every 1 < i ≤ n, the column of A i is:
for a small enough ε (say ε 1/n); obviously, if A i is not the end of a nose (resp. hollow, step), then the corresponding value in the above equation is 0. By removing the backward edges of an internal walk W, we obtain a family of forward walks W 1 , . . . , W k . We define the drawing of W to be Gr(W) = {Gr(W i ) | 1 ≤ i ≤ k}. The reason why Mitas' drawing of L is so attractive resides in the fact that it is a "plane" drawing. The theorem below expresses this condition in terms of the drawings of the internal walks. Suppose, for a moment, that M is a PIG model. By taking a large enough value for c, we observe that sep u (W) ≤ 0 for every non-internal cycle W of S. Thus, only internal cycles are of interest when we are looking for the minimal length value of a UIG model U equivalent to M. This fact, combined with (1) and Lemma 11 below, is enough to prove that is an integer
Lemma 11 ([20, 24] ). If W is internal cycle (resp. circuit) of S, then jmp(W) = −1 (resp. jmp(W) < 0).
Proof. Let W 1 , . . . , W k be the family of walks obtained after removing all the backward edges of a cycle W. Let A i and B i be the first and last vertices of W i , and suppose B i → A i+1 is a backward edge for 1 ≤ i ≤ k (here A k+1 = A 1 ). By Theorem 10, Gr(W i ) and Gr(W j ) have no points in common when 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k. Moreover, by Lemma 9, Gr(W i ) and Gr(W i+1 ) are the graphs of continuous functions. Then, since row(B i ) + 1 ≥ row(A i+1 ), we obtain that k = 1. That is, W has only one backward edge.
Although the above proof is the same as the one in [24] , we include it here for two reasons. First, to highlight the utility of Mitas' drawings. Second, because similar arguments are required in the forthcoming sections to prove that two walks W and W have a common vertex. Since this geometrical arguments are intuitive, we shall not include them in the following sections. Instead, we just leave a reference to Lemma 9 and Theorem 10.
A new characterization of UCA models
The first characterization of those PCA models that are equivalent to UCA models was given by Tucker [25] . Soulignac [24] translated Tucker's characterization to the language of synthetic graphs, using the so-called nose and hollow cycles. A walk W = B 1 , . . . , B k of S is a nose walk (resp. hollow walk) when it contains no hollows (resp. noses). We say that B i is greedy (in W N ) when either the edge B i → B i+1 of W N is a nose (resp. hollow) or no nose (resp. hollow) of S starts at B i . A nose (resp. hollow) walk is greedy when all its vertices are greedy. In other words, W N is greedy when noses (resp. hollows) are preferred over steps. Note that a walk is both a nose and a hollow walk if only if all its edges are steps; such walks are referred to as step walks. Theorem 12 sums up Tucker's characterization; for simplicity, we omit the definition of the ratio r(W) of W (see [24] ).
Theorem 12 ([24, 25]). A PCA model M has equivalent UCA models if and only r(W N ) < r(W H ) for every greedy nose cycle W N and every greedy hollow cycle W H of S.
In this section we provide a new characterization of UCA models that has two advantages over Theorem 12. On the one hand, it guarantees that only one greedy nose and one greedy hollow cycle need to be considered while, on the other hand, it simplifies the criterion for the recognition, as no ratio has to be computed. On the technical side, the proof exploits a simple "loop unrolling" technique that, loosely speaking, transforms every PCA model M into a PIG model. This allows us to take advantage of Mitas' drawings on M.
Let c be the circumference of the circle of a PCA model M. The κ-unrolling of M (Figure 2 ) is the PCA model κ · M whose circle has circumference κc that has κ arcs A 0 , A 1 , . . . , A κ−1 for every A ∈ A such that, for 0 ≤ i < κ:
s(A i ) = s(A) + ic, and t(A i ) = t(A) + (i + q)c mod κc,
where q ∈ {0, 1} equals 1 if and only if A is external. For convenience, we write κ · S(M) as a shortcut for S(κ · M), and we drop the parameter M as usual. By definition, the arc A i of κ · M is a vertex of κ · S for every 1 ≤ i ≤ κ. We refer to A i as being the i-th copy of A, and to i as being its copy number; sometimes we also say that A i is the i-th copy of A j for 1 ≤ j ≤ κ. Similarly, each edge A i → B j of κ · S is said to be a copy of the edge A → B of S to indicate that A i → B j is of the same kind as A → B and that B j is a copy of B. Note that A → B has κ copies in κ · S by definition. Moreover, if j is the copy number of B j , then: where all the operations are modulo κ. We remark that row(B j ) − row(A i ) need not be equal to row(B) − row(A), thus the δ-noses (resp. δ-hollows, δ-steps) of κ · S do not correspond to the δ-noses (resp. δ-hollows, δ-steps) of S.
The concept of a copy from S to κ · S is also valid for the walks of S. That is, a walk T = T 1 , . . . , T k is a copy of a walk W = B 1 , . . . , B k when T i → T i+1 is a copy of B i → B i+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. For circuits, however, we prefer to use a generalization of this concept. We say a walk T = T 1 , . . . , T q+1 of κ · S is a travel of a circuit W = B 1 , . . . , B k , B 1 to mean that T i → T i+1 is a copy of W i mod k → W i+1 mod k , for every 1 ≤ i ≤ q. Sometimes we also refer to T as being obtained by traveling W from T 1 to T q+1 . Moreover, if q = kκ for k ∈ N (so T q+1 is a copy of B 1 ), then we also call T a k-travel of W, and we say that T is obtained by k-traveling W from T 1 . Note that T is a copy of W if and only if T is a 1-travel of W. Let A 1 be the leftmost vertex at row 0 of κ · S, and B i → B i+1 be the i-th nose of the be greedy nose walk T that begins at A 1 and ends at a vertex at row r = rows(κ · S) − 1. For κ sufficiently large, say κ ≥ 2n, T contains two copies B β and B β+ρ of the same vertex. The minimum among all the feasible values for β and ρ are called the aligning row and the period of S, respectively (Figure 2(b) ). Clearly, A 1 is a copy of the minimum arc of M, while, by induction, B i is the leftmost vertex at row i of κ · S, for 1 ≤ i ≤ r. This implies that the subwalk of T that begins at B β and ends at B β+ρ is a copy of a greedy nose cycle. Therefore, the j-th vertex at row β + ρ + i must be a copy of the j-th vertex at row β + i, for every possible combination of i and j.
Observation 13. If β are ρ are the aligning row and period of S, respectively, then the j-th vertex at row β + ρ + i of κ · S is a copy of the j-th vertex at row β + i of κ · S, for all the appropriate values of i, j, κ.
Consider a walk W = B 1 , . . . , B k of S, and let β be the aligning row of S and q ∈ N. If κ > 2(n + k + q), then B 1 has a copy T 1 in κ · S with n + k + q ≤ row(T 1 ) < 2n + k + q. Then, since the q-travel T of W that begins at T 1 has kq edges, we obtain that the row of every vertex in T is at least n and at most 2(n + q + r) < rows(κ · S). This implies that T is an internal walk whose vertices are all at rows greater than β. We refer to such κ as being large enough for W and q. Formally, κ is large enough for W and q when κ · S has an internal q-travel of W whose vertices are all at rows greater than β. As described above, there always exists a large enough value for W and q. In the remainder of this article we refer to κ as being large enough without specifying for which walk W or value of q. The reason is that we need if convenient to define κ before knowing the family of walks for which it has to be large enough. Of course, an explicit value for κ can be obtained afterwards by looking at all the involved walks.
The characterization of UCA models appears in the next theorem. For simplicity, we write sgn(W) = − sgn(ext(W)) for every walk W, and we refer to sgn(W) as being the signum of W. Observe that every nose walk has sgn ≥ 0, while every hollow walk has sgn ≤ 0, thus sgn generalizes the concept of nose and hollow walks. In terms of the unrolling of S, note that sgn(W) = sgn(row(T k ) − row(T 1 )) for every interval travel T = T 1 , . . . , T k of a circuit W. Intuitively, sgn(W) indicates whether the travels of W go up or down in the unrolling. 
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii)
. Let W N and W H be circuits with sgn(W H ) ≤ 0 ≤ sgn(W N ), β and ρ be the aligning row and period of S, and L = κ · S for a large enough κ. For the time being, suppose sgn(W H ) < 0 < sgn(W N ). Since κ is large enough, L has an internal ρ-travel T N of W N whose vertices all belong to rows higher than β. Suppose T N goes from a vertex N x at row x to a copy N y of N x at a row y > x.
Since sgn(W H ) < 0, it follows that some vertex of W H has a copy H y at row y in L. Among all such possible H y , take the one such that H y ≥ H for every copy H of a vertex in W H at row y. By Observation 13, H y has a copy H x at row x because y − x is a multiple of ρ. Moreover, H x ≥ H for every copy H of a vertex in W H at row x. Thus, by traveling W H , we obtain a walk T H in L that begins at H y and ends at a vertex A ≤ H x at row x. Since κ is large enough, we obtain that T H is internal, and so is the walk T of L obtained by traversing T H plus the step path from A to H x .
Clearly, T is the copy of some circuit W of S. Moreover, ext(W) = − ext(W N ) because T begins at row y and ends at row x. Let σ be the number of 1-steps in T N and η be the number of 0-hollows in T . Since M is UCA, Theorem 6 implies the existence of a UCA descriptor u = (c, , 1, 0) such that:
from which we obtain that either σ > 0 or η > 0. If the former holds, then any (2ρ)-travel of W N in L from N x has at least two 1-steps. Otherwise, any (ρn)-travel of W H in L that ends at row x has at least two 0-hollows. Note that these travels are internal because κ is large enough. Therefore, we conclude that L has two internal walks T N and T H , obtained by traveling W N and W H , respectively, such that: (ii) ⇒ (i). Let u = (c, , 1, 0), where = 2n 2 and c is the minimum such that sep u ≤ 0 for every cycle W of S with ext < 0. Note that such a UCA descriptor always exists by (1) . Moreover, some cycle W N of S with ext < 0 has sep u = 0. We claim that M is equivalent to a u-CA model. By Theorem 6 it suffices to observe that sep u (W) ≤ 0 for every cycle W of S. Consider the following cases. 
Hence, by (1) and Lemma 11, Observe that T N is a greedy nose path of L. Thus, T N contains a leftmost vertex only if T N contains all the leftmost vertices at rows between row(A 0 ) > β and row(A 2 ). This implies that T N has no 1-steps, thus T N is forward, i.e., col(A 2 ) > col(A 1 ) > col(A 0 ). By Lemma 9, this means that the subpath of T H from A i to A i−1 is not forward for i ∈ {1, 2}. Hence, T H contains at least two subpaths T 1 and T 2 that join a leftmost vertex to a rightmost vertex. Let x i and y i be the rows of the leftmost and rightmost vertices of T i for i ∈ {1, 2}.
Any circuit W of S with sgn < 0 has a travel T that joins a vertex at row x i + 1 with a vertex at row y i − 1. Suppose T has a vertex B in common with T i . If the edge B → B of T is a hollow, then B → B is also an edge of T i . By Lemma 9, this means that T must pass through a backward edge before reaching the level y i − 1. Consequently, T contains at least two backward edges and, so, by Lemma 9 and Theorem 10, W has a vertex in common to every circuit with sgn ≥ 0. Similarly, by Lemma 9 and Theorem 10, any circuit with sgn > 0 has a vertex in common with every circuit with sgn = 0.
The integrality of c and
The purpose of this section is to prove that both c and are integer combinations of d and
For the integrality of , we apply Lemma 11 after observing that S contains a "rolled-up" circuit with sep u = 0 and ext = 0. Then, we prove the integrality of c by observing that S also contains a circuit with sep u = 0 and ext = −1.
Say that a circuit W of S is rolled-up when the copy T of W in κ · S is an internal path or cycle. (Here κ is a large enough value for W and 1.) It is not hard to see that every circuit W of S can be partitioned into a family of rolled-up circuits W 1 , . . . , W k . Just note that the copy T of W can be partitioned into at most one path or cycle T 1 and a family of cycles T 2 , . . . , T k . So, T i is the copy of the rolled-up circuit W i . Observe also that ext(W) = ext(W 1 ), while sep u (W) = k i=1 sep(W i ). Therefore, by Theorem 6, we obtain the following lemma. Let i, j = {1, 2}. By construction, the walk T i obtained by first traversing T i from B i to T i , then traversing T 0 from T i to T j , and finally traversing T j from T j to B −j is a copy of a circuit W i with ext(W i ) < 0 such that:
for some α ≥ 0. Then, by Theorem 6, it follows that sep(W i ) = sep(W j ) = 0. Without loss of generality, suppose row(
In the former case, W = W i is the desired circuit. In the latter case, the subwalk of T 1 from A 1 to B 1 has q = q 1 − q 1 copies of A, while the subwalk of T 2 from A 2 to B 2 = B 1 has q − 1 copies of A. Hence, ext(W N ) is a multiple of both q and q − 1, i.e., ext(W N ) = 1. 
Computing a minimal UCA model
This means that the walk T π = T π (1) , . . . , T π(k) that begins in a vertex at row n ≤ r ≤ 2n is an internal copy of the circuit
Let κ be as in Lemma 20, so κ · S contains an internal copy T of a rolled-up circuit W with sep u = ext = 0. Hence, by (3), we obtain that = d|T | + d s σ(T ). Moreover, since every internal circuit of κ · S is a copy of a circuit in S, we obtain that
by Theorem 6 and Lemma 11. As discussed in [24] , the value of satisfying (5) Finally, for the last phase, we simply invoke the algorithm implied by Theorem 7 with and c as input. Since this last steps costs O(n 2 ) time and O(n) space, we obtain the main theorem of this section. We believe the second phase (Lemma 22) can be improved to run in O(n 2 ) time. The idea is to use "distance tuples" as in [24] when Bellman-Ford's shortest path algorithm is applied by Theorem 7. We did not follow this path because we did not find a way to improve the time complexity for the first phase (Lemma 21).
Further Remarks
In this article we proved that c and are integer combinations of d and d s when U is a (d, d s )-minimal model with arcs A 1 < . . . < A n . Pirlot's original definition of minimality is stronger than the one we discuss in this article, as it also requires the U to be left justified with respect to every (c , , d, d s ) -CA model equivalent U with arcs A 1 < . . . < A n , i.e., s(A i ) ≤ s(A i ) for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The minimal u-CA model U computed by Theorem 23 is left justified, but with respect to those u-CA models [24] . It remains as an open problem to characterize when a UCA model is equivalent to a strongly UCA model.
One key ingredient of our proof is a new characterization of the family M of those PCA model that have equivalent UCA models. Our characterization yields a new recognition algorithm for M that consists of testing if any greedy nose cycle W N has a vertex in common with any greedy hollow cycle W H . This algorithm is simpler to implement than those previously known and, even though it has the same time complexity in the worst case, it runs faster when greedy cycles are small and the synthetic graph is pre-computed (or when PCA models are implemented in a way such that we can reach the farthest arc intersecting a given arc in O(1) time). This could be important in parallel or dynamic algorithms for the recognition of UCA graphs. Also, it serves to speed up the logspace recognition algorithm.
On the technical side, we apply a simple loop unrolling technique to transforms a PCA model into a PIG model that encodes it. We think that this is a promising idea to study other properties on PCA and UCA models.
